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ABSTRACT Trends in power system simulation that demand computationally-intensive, physics-based
models may impede the acquisition of useful results for applications like condition-based maintenance,
electrical plant load analysis (EPLA), and the scheduling and tasking of finite generation and distribution
resources. A tool that can quickly evaluate many scenarios, as opposed to intense, high fidelity modeling of a
single operating scenario, may best serve these applications. This paper presents a behavioral simulator that
can quickly emulate the operation of a relatively large collection of electrical loads, providing ‘‘what-if’’
evaluations of various operating scenarios and conditions for more complete exploration of a design or plant
operating envelope. The presented simulator can provide time-series data of power system operation under
loading conditions and usage assumptions of interest. Comparisons to field data collected from a microgrid
on-board a 270-foot (82 meter) US Coast Guard medium-endurance cutter demonstrate the utility of this
tool and approach.

INDEX TERMS Load modeling, power system planning, power system simulation.

I. EFFICIENT EMULATION
Applying the remarkable gift of vast computational capability
in an endless drive for increased simulation fidelity with
the physical world may offer diminishing returns in many
design and analysis efforts. For a power system, high fidelity
simulations might be irreplaceable for fault studies, analysis
of the effects of non-linear loads, or the subtle impacts of
changing environmental conditions, e.g., in temperature or
humidity, on electromechanical performance [1]–[3]. How-
ever, particularly for analyses focused on ‘‘what-if’’ studies
(which may explore many possible operating scenarios and
conditions), current trends in power system simulation that
demand computationally-intensive, physically-based models
may impede the acquisition of useful results [4], [5].

There are two main approaches for load modeling
in power system simulation: physically-based model-
ing and measurement-based modeling. Physically-based,
or component-based modeling, uses physics and mathemat-
ical descriptions to characterize a load. For example, HVAC
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systems can be physically-modeled based on thermodynamic
principles [6]. Physics modeling is always an effort, and
accurate parameter identification is essential [5], [6]. Alter-
natively, with measurement-based modeling, in which data
acquisition equipment is used to measure actual load behav-
iors, accurate load characteristics can be obtained quickly
from a physical example, when available [7]. Curve-fitting
techniques in sophisticated forms, e.g., artificial neural net-
works, have been applied for measurement-based modeling
and the efficient representation of complex nonlinear sys-
tems [8]. However, it is challenging to obtain data over a wide
range of operating conditions for use in measurement-based
modeling [5], [9]. There has also been interest in using res-
idential user behavior for predicting energy use patterns and
demand [9]–[11]. In [12], both user behavior and individual
load component models are used together for residential
power system modeling.

Power system design and analysis, especially for isolated,
microgrid, and generation-constrained systems, requires flex-
ible evaluation of ‘‘what-if’’ scenarios to design adequate
capability and to explore options for condition-based main-
tenance [13], electrical plant load analysis (EPLA [14]), and
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the scheduling and tasking of limited generation and distribu-
tion resources [15]. ‘‘What-if’’ scenarios can reflect different
stages of operation of loads, while also accounting for load
dependencies and the effects of exogenous variables such
as time of day, weather, or human behavior [4]. For exam-
ple, a ‘‘what-if’’ study on a ship might vary the number of
propulsion shafts energized at a time. A tool that can quickly
evaluate many scenarios, as opposed to intense, high-fidelity
modeling of a single operating scenario, may best serve these
applications. Behavioral modeling of electrical loads [16]
may provide sufficient fidelity to provide datasets and enable
rapid exploration of a range of scenarios. Behavioral mod-
eling combines rules about load behavior, time series data,
and stochastic modeling to develop realistic load profiles and
evaluate electrical demand within the system [4].

This paper introduces the Shipboard Power Simulator
(SPS), a software tool configured as a behavioral simula-
tor that can quickly emulate the operation of a relatively
large collection of electrical loads on a microgrid, providing
‘‘what-if’’ evaluations to support more complete exploration
of a design space or plant operating envelope, and is further
detailed in [17]. A wide variety of approaches have been
adopted for time-domain simulation of microgrid and ship-
board power systems, as described in [18] and its associated
references. The complexity of detailed time-domain simula-
tion for power systems has pushed these simulation studies
to hardware-in-the-loop and custom processors [18]. These
approaches are expensive, customized to particular problems
or power systems, and remain computationally burdensome
and time-consuming. In studies that require quick analysis
of many scenarios to understand energy consumption and
aggregate dynamics, a behavioral simulation can provide
speedy results without the computational burden of detailed
time-domain or hardware-in-the-loop simulation. This paper
introduces a behavioral simulator unlike other time-domain
simulation approaches for power systems. The SPS tool can
provide estimated load demand and EPLA load factors for a
load across multiple mission sets. By providing an accurate
picture of likely power demand, the data is invaluable when
designing marine microgrids and assessing power system
operation.

In situations where the power system voltage is relatively
‘‘stiff,’’ the interactions between loads on the system are
relatively minimized. In this case, individual observations of
loads can serve to represent the load behavior, reasonably
decoupled from the direct operation of other loads. The SPS
exploits this assumption to simulate the overall ship or micro-
grid energy requirements as a function of different ship or grid
missions. The intent of the SPS is not necessarily to reproduce
the exact instant-to-instant behavior of measured data from an
overall observation of a power system, although the simulator
can be configured to do so. Rather, the goal of the SPS is
to produce detailed time-series snapshots of power system
operation under loading conditions and usage assumptions
of interest. The resulting waveforms can be used to evaluate
typical likely demand profiles on the grid. The SPS output

waveforms can also be used to test monitoring schemes for
condition-based maintenance by including exemplar wave-
forms for pathological conditions inserted randomly or on
other schedules into the simulation. Furthermore, the SPS
outputs can be used to confirm the starting assumption that
the grid will behave as a relatively stiff, decoupled collec-
tion of loads. Output waveforms that would challenge this
assumption, i.e., overload the grid capability, can be checked
to confirm when the SPS assumptions are trustworthy.

Behavioral emulation of loads in the SPS begins by
describing a load as a power consumer represented by a finite
state machine (FSM) [17]. Temporal transitions in the FSM
power demand model can follow a fixed logical sequence
in time, or transition between states randomly, or in con-
cert with the states of other systems or parent systems on
the microgrid, or in response to environmental conditions
like temperature. Proper modeling of the ship (microgrid)
operational dependencies becomes more important than the
precise mathematical description, e.g., differential or differ-
ence equations, for a load. Load power and load transients
are modeled by stored waveform segments that represent
power demand in each state and in the transitions between
states. The waveform segments can be acquired from field
data if examples of the loads or microgrid system already
exist, e.g., using a Nonintrusive Load Monitor (NILM) [13].
Alternatively, a waveform segment can be entered as a ‘‘best
guess’’ from ‘‘name plate rating’’ information, or based on
observations of a similar load, or from a detailed load simula-
tion conducted once, thus limiting the computational expense
to a small set of expensive simulations with outputs that can
be re-used. This paper presents comparisons of SPS results
with field data collected from the power system on-board a
270-foot (82 meter) US Coast Guard medium endurance cut-
ter, SPENCER (WMEC 905). The SPS is evaluated against
ship data from SPENCER to demonstrate it’s ability to accu-
rately model ship behavior for various ‘‘what-if’’ scenarios,
such as ship operational status, or ‘‘mission,’’ and a load
operating in a degraded condition.

II. MARINE MICROGRIDS
The structure of the SPS behavioral modeling rules reflects
the top-down design of a microgrid power system. An engi-
neering ‘‘V’’ [19] diagram illustrates the correspondence
between power system design and SPS modeling. The left
side of Fig. 1 visually illustrates the microgrid power sys-
tem design, beginning at the top with mission requirements
and operating environment, then engineering systems, and,
finally, engineering electrical loads. Mission capabilities for
the microgrid, or ship in this case, drive the deployment of
necessary ship systems. For example, requirements for speed
and survivability may drive the number of propulsion shafts
installed on a ship. Each shaft requires necessary supporting
subsystems or electrical loads to provide compressed air,
lubrication pumping, fuel pumping, and so on, each of which
places demands on the ship electrical system. Each support-
ing subsystem includes electrical loads like motors, resistive
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FIGURE 1. Systems engineering ‘‘V’’ process reflected in Shipboard Power
Simulator (SPS) architecture.

heaters, and electronic controls. These loads operate at a
specified voltage (e.g., 120V, 208V, or 440V ac) and present
two or more ‘‘states’’ of operation (e.g., ‘‘off’’ and ‘‘on’’),
with specified power consumption levels. Connections may
be line-to-line, three phase, and so forth.

High-level global parameters, such as the ship’s mission,
the operating environment, or other factors further discussed
in Section III of this paper, create requirements for specific
systems on ships, and cause these systems to energize or
secure at any point in time. US Coast Guard (USCG) and
US Navy (USN) ships designate specific operational status,
or ‘‘mission,’’ to indicate operating environment and ship
system configuration. In the USCG, for example, ‘‘Alpha,’’
‘‘Bravo,’’ and ‘‘Charlie’’ mission statuses respectively indi-
cate that the ship is underway, or in-port and ready to get
underway if the need arises, or in-port and not expected to
get underway for an extended period of time. Each mission
calls for certain systems to be energized, and systems will
be progressively brought from secured status into standby
and, eventually, online, or vice-versa, as the ship transitions
between missions. Furthermore, environmental factors can
also cause systems to be energized or secured, such as HVAC
loads during changing weather.

The engineering systems serve the different requirements
of ship missions. For example, the shafting systems translate
energy from the main engines into propulsion thrust. Shaft-
ing systems, energized when the main engines are online,
include a variety of subsystems with pumps and other elec-
trical devices to support propulsion. Other example ship sys-
tems include seawater cooling, electrical generation, HVAC,
weapons systems, and communications.

Finally each ship system consists of various electrical
loads. Because the electrical loads are part of ship systems,
their behavioral model can be determined by the operation
of the system. Here, it is assumed that the ship microgrid
is wired to provide radial ac electrical distribution. This is
a common electrical distribution architecture used by the
USCG and USN. For example, Fig. 2 shows a depiction of the
electrical distribution of USCG cutter (USCGC) SPENCER.
A variety of sources can energize the 440 VAC, 60 Hz main
switchboard, depending on if the ship is at sea or in-port.
When at sea, power is provided by two ship-service diesel
generator (SSDG) sets, while in-port power is provided by

FIGURE 2. Schematic of radial ac electrical distribution onboard USCGC
SPENCER.

FIGURE 3. Partial schematic of radial ac electrical distribution onboard
USCGC SPENCER, with details on the PORT and STBD subpanels.

either an aft or forward tie to shore power. These generator
sets, along with the main propulsion diesel engines (MPDE)
propelling the ship, are located in the ship’s engine room [20].
The SSDG andMPDE require auxiliary equipment, e.g., fluid
pumps and heaters, to maintain operational readiness when in
standby mode. Two electrical subpanels, port and starboard,
which power these loads alongwith several other engine room
loads critical for ship operation, are depicted in Fig. 3.

III. BEHAVIORAL MODELING
The SPS is written in C ++, and applies a ‘‘bottom-up’’
approach [10], [21] for defining the hierarchical structure
of a behavioral microgrid simulation, shown in the right
side of Fig. 1. Beginning with individual loads, FSM power
demand models for each load are stored in the SPS Load
Database. Next, information about the radial panel wiring
in the ship, system response to global inputs, and the load-
to-system relationships are all stored in the Ship Database.
Finally, the operating profile andmissions that the ship carries
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out during the simulated time are stored in theMission Profile
Database. With these three databases properly configured,
the SPS assembles operating power waveforms for any col-
lection of ship missions of interest.

A. LOAD DATABASE
The FSM model for each load captures the power demand
behavior of the load. Each state in the model represents
a unique steady-state power level. Each transition between
states is associated with a transient change in power demand.
For example, Fig. 4 shows a portion of the SPS Load Design
Wizard page displaying the FSM model of a Controllable
Pitch Propeller (CPP) pump. The real and reactive power
waveforms for all three phases for this load, as observed on
USCGC SPENCER, are shown in Fig. 5. The power traces
are segmented into three sections, the ‘‘Off-On’’ transient,
‘‘On’’ steady-state, and the ‘‘On-Off’’ transient. When first
activated, an in-rush current causes a large peak in power
demand, creating the ‘‘Off-On’’ transient. Once the CPP
pump finishes its transition to the ‘‘On’’ state, the ‘‘On,’’
or steady-state behavior, is repeated or concatenated in the
behavioral simulator until the load switches to the ‘‘Off’’
state. In steady state, the pump is observed to consume
approximately 2500 W and 1700 VAR per phase for real and
reactive power, respectively.

FIGURE 4. Finite State Machine (FSM) model of a CPP pump.

FIGURE 5. Power waveforms for the CPP pump.

Critical information for the SPS regarding each load is
stored in a Load Database that comprises four tables: Loads
Table, Power Traces Table, Uploaded Data Table, and the
Operations Table. The ‘‘Loads Table’’ stores basic charac-
teristics for each load, including the load name, the voltage
required for operation, how the load is connected electrically
(e.g, 3-phase), as well as the FSM model of the load and its
parent system, if applicable. The ‘‘Power Trace Table’’ stores

the power waveforms for steady-state and transient behavior
at a 10 Hz sample rate. The power waveforms can be from
field data, e.g. collected with a NILM, or they can be entered
as a graphical approximation of an expected power curve,
or the data can be provided from other sources including a
detailed, one-time simulation of the load. The ‘‘Uploaded
Data Table’’ serves as an index that identifies data in the
Power Trace Table, e.g., as real or reactive power or harmonic
content, and with electrical phase for each waveform. The
‘‘Operations Table’’ is another indexing table that connects
a previously designed FSM operation with its specific power
trace.

B. SHIP DATABASE
Moving up a conceptual level in the simulator organization,
a ‘‘system’’ defines a collection of loads that work together
to provide a service to the ship. For example, a ‘‘starboard
shafting system’’ consists of Number (NR) 1 CPP Pump,
1A Lubrication Oil Service Pump (LOSP), and 1B LOSP. All
three of these loads would energize in response to any mis-
sion that demanded propulsion from the starboard shaft, and
therefore required the use of the starboard shafting system.

One or more state-change variables define the operational
behavior of a system. On a ship, sometimes operation is
‘‘automatically’’ triggered depending on conditions on or
around the ship, and other times the operation occurs ‘‘man-
ually,’’ e.g., based on an operator’s demand. Examples of
state-change variables that might automatically trigger a sys-
tem to operate include simulated or operational variables like
crew size, time of day, day of week, ambient temperature,
seawater temperature, mission, and ship speed. Changes to
these parameters can prompt responses from the systems and
associated loads based upon pre-defined rules of operation.
In contrast, manually activated systems may not operate
on a crisp schedule or in tight coordination with ship mis-
sion. These manually activated systems might, for example,
include pumps for graywater disposal on the ship. These
pumps run essentially randomly distributed around other
events, e.g., crew needs. In the SPS tool, a stochastic state
variable might command the operation of these ‘‘manual’’
loads.

The Ship Database in the SPS stores the structure of the
electrical panel system and load connections on the ship,
and the relationship between each load on the power grid
and its associated system. The individual load behavior,
e.g., the FSM describing the load’s power demands, have
already been defined and stored in the Load Database. When
a user of SPS ‘‘connects’’ a load to the ship power system
modeled in a particular ship simulation, the Ship Database
stores the electrical interconnection or panel location of the
load on the ship, and also stores the specific ship system
associated with the load. For example, the NR 1 CPP pump
might have been defined previously in the Load Database as
being part of a ‘‘shafting system.’’ The Ship Database stores
the data that pairs the NR 1 CPP pump with the specific
shafting system on the ship, in this case, ‘‘starboard shaft.’’
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The Ship Database also stores the associations or
state-change variables that will trigger the operation of each
system. Note that the Load Database defines load behavior
specific to each load, and the Ship Database stores load
connections and system memberships associated with a par-
ticular ship. This distinction permits a single Load Database,
e.g., for a broad class of USCG or USN surface ships, to serve
as basic data for assembling simulations of many different
ships, each with a distinct Ship Database, while reusing the
same basic loads where appropriate.

More specifically, the Ship Database comprises five tables:
Ship Electrical Network Table, Component Details Table,
Panel Details Table, Load Interactions Table, and Mission
Assumptions Table. The ‘‘Ship Electrical Network Table’’
stores the structure of the ship’s electrical distribution system.
This table records the breakers, panels, transformers, and
interconnections that make up the electrical network. The
‘‘Component Details Table’’ stores specifics on components
like panels in the network, including defining characteris-
tics like voltages, connected phases, feeder conduit size,
transformer type, transformer grounding, and transformer
sequencing for each component. The ‘‘Panel Details Table’’
stores the specific details for a particular instance of a load
on the network and a tag indicating its defining example
in the Load Database. For example, a load defined in the
Panel Details Table as ‘‘NR 1 CPP Pump’’ may be a specific
instance of a load class ‘‘CPP Pump’’ found in the Load
Database. The specific instance ‘‘NR 1 CPP Pump’’ is now an
example of the class with a particular connection to specific
power system phases, a defined location on the grid, and a
membership in a parent system like ‘‘starboard shafting.’’ The
‘‘Load Interactions Table’’ records the system membership
for each particular load, e.g., NR 1 CPP Pump to the ‘‘star-
board shaft system.’’ This table stores the specific state vari-
ables and associated changes that influence the operations of
each load. For example, if a load changes state with the ship’s
missions, the Load Interactions Table would have a record
of what transient operations a load would experience when
a particular mission starts and ends. State change variables
may be deterministic with mission changes, or stochastic
as a function of time or crew size or other environmental
variables. The SPS can model a load as responding to a
logical combination of state change variables. For example,
a heater might respond to the logical AND of a deterministic
variable indicating that a system is in standby and a stochastic
variablemodeling thermostatic cycling. Finally, the ‘‘Mission
Assumption Table’’ records ship operating rules including,
for example, the speed, generator configuration, and engine
configuration for different missions.

C. MISSION PROFILE DATABASE
The highest level of data abstraction in the SPS, the Mission
Profile Database, records a log of state-change variables that
reflect the record of a real or imagined deployment of the ship
and its microgrid. For example, every ship maintains logs
that record the ship’s speed, ambient temperature, seawater

temperature, crew size, date, present mission, engineering
plant line-up, and time. State-change variables affect the
behavior of the electrical loads. Data stored in the Mission
Profile Database reflects the environment and events the
ship will experience during a simulation. Changing entries
in the log stored in the Mission Profile Database will create
endlessly varied simulations that assemble and emulate the
behavior of collections of loads on the ship.

IV. CONFIGURING AND RUNNING A SIMULATION
The user interface of the SPS eases the data input effort to
quickly produce valuable results for ‘‘what-if’’ scenario anal-
ysis. This section demonstrates configuring the SPS to simu-
late part of the USCGC SPENCER, with the radial electrical
distribution system and loads shown in Fig. 3. Configuring
the SPS proceeds with the same ‘‘bottom-up’’ approach used
to describe the SPS database structure. First, the Loads Page
allows the user to add, edit, delete, or preview all loads within
the Load Database. The Load Design Wizard Page, shown in
part in Fig. 4, is used to design or modify the transient and
steady-state behavior of a load.

Next, the Ship Design Page, shown in Fig. 6, configures the
Ship Database. A user is given a ‘‘tree widget’’ to enter
the structure of the radial electrical network, from the gen-
erator breakers to the power panels. Fig. 6 illustrates how
the user has designed the electrical network for the USCGC
SPENCER, with twomonitored panels connected to theMain
Switchboard. Specific loads, shown in Fig. 3, are entered as
connections to specific panels. The user defines operations
for the ship-specific state-change variables using the Load
Class Interaction Designer pictured in the lower left corner
of Fig. 6. For example, a particular mission type known
as ‘‘Alpha Restricted Maneuvering Doctrine’’ (Alpha-RMD)
places a premium on the ships ability to move nimbly. In this
case, both NR 1 and NR 2 CPP pumps are operated to provide
the greatest likelihood of retaining propeller pitch control,
and these pumps change state when entering or leaving the
Alpha-RMD mission. When Alpha-RMD is entered, both
CPP pumps energize, and when Alpha-RMD ends, both CPP
pumps secure. The user defines the engineering configura-
tions and speeds at which this ship conducts various missions,
using the Mission Assumptions table.

To load the Mission Profile Database, the user enters mis-
sion logs on the Simulation Inputs Page. The user may choose
to manually enter the input variables such as mission and
ambient temperature, or may upload a Mission Profile CSV
data file produced elsewhere, e.g., in a spreadsheet tool. Fig. 7
shows a cropped image of the Simulation Inputs Page after
the user has uploaded a Mission Profile data file for a 15-day
cruise.

Finally, the Reports Page allows the user to choose the
loads, phases and types of power to be simulated. Any panel
or breaker downstream of the selected breaker, or panel,
is automatically included in the simulation. The user may
further elect to export the results to a text file.
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FIGURE 6. Ship Design Page.

FIGURE 7. Simulation Inputs Page.

Fig. 8 illustrates the SPS algorithm to collect data from
the Mission Profile Database, identify the operation of rel-
evant ship systems from the Ship Database, and assemble
the power waveforms for relevant operating loads from the
Load Database to produce simulation waveforms for the
emulated cruise. Simulation begins by searching through
missions within the Mission Profile Database to create a set
of online, standby, and secured main engines and shafts for
each mission. The algorithm also logs the speed for each
mission recorded in the Ship Database. Once all the missions

have been processed, the SPS algorithm searches through the
other inputs in the Mission Profile Database such as seawater
temperature or crew size, and logs the start and stop time for
any changes. These changes define instants when a load may
change state.

Next, the user selects a collection of loads of interest. The
Ship Database is queried to identify phases associated with
each load. For each phase that supplies power to the load,
the SPS queries the Ship Database for the load’s state-change
variables and searches for changes in these variables in the
Mission Profile Database. For all state changes from the
Mission Profile Database, the program uses the start and stop
times associated with the change to develop a list of possible
state changes for the load. Each of these times are checked
against the user defined state change variables in the Ship
Database for the load. The start and stop times are computed
for the load based on the state changes, which includes both
the deterministic changes, such as mission inputs, as well as
stochastic changes, e.g., time, or crew size. The state changes
could also be a logical AND of a deterministic and stochastic
variable. For each state change, the SPS retrieves the name of
the operation, such as ‘‘Off-On,’’ from the Ship Database.

For each state change, the SPS takes the time and operation
name, looks up the power waveform in the Load Database,
and adds it to the total time series for the phases con-
nected to the load. In between state-changes, such as after an
‘‘Off-On,’’ the SPS will retrieve the steady state, or ‘‘On’’
state waveform from the Load Database and will repeat
the waveform until the next state-change, in this case the
‘‘On-Off’’ state change. This process repeats until all
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FIGURE 8. Simulation Algorithm Process.

requested phases, loads, and power types have been analyzed
across the entire mission profile. The aggregate power is
the summation of the power trace of each individual load.
The next section demonstrates the utility of this approach by
comparing SPS simulations to underway data recorded on a
cruise of USCGC SPENCER.

V. COMPARISON TO FIELD DATA
Nonintrusive Load Monitor (NILM) systems are installed
upstream of two 440V sub-panels in the main engine room
of USCGC SPENCER. These monitors have proven to be
reliable tools for collecting data for condition-based main-
tenance, fault detection, and energy scorekeeping [20], [22].
This NILM data provides insight into the load traces and
behavior of equipment essential to the cutter’s operational
capability while underway. Fig. 3 lists the electrical loads on
each of these two panels, port and starboard. This section
discusses the observed load behaviors onboard USCGC
SPENCER and describes how such behaviors were modeled
in the SPS tool, allowing for a comparison of the real ship
data with the SPS simulation output data.

A. MAIN PROPULSION DIESEL ENGINE LOAD BEHAVIOR
A collection of loads service each of the main propulsion
diesel engines (port and starboard). The main propulsion
diesel engine (MPDE) pre-lube pump is a motor-driven cen-
trifugal pump that operates upon shutdown of the main diesel
engines. The state-change variable for the pre-lube pump is
‘‘mission,’’ as the mission determines whether certain main
engines are online, in standby, or secured. TheMPDE lube-oil
(LO) heater works in tandem with the pre-lube pump to

maintain desired lube-oil viscosity and temperature. These
heaters secure upon engine start, and return to an auto-
matic cycling mode when the engine secures. To model the
heater behavior in the simulator, a logical combination of
two state-change variables is used to trigger a change in the
simulated heater load state. A ‘‘primary’’ state-change vari-
able tracks with the pre-lube pump and is activated whenever
the associated MPDE is put in standby. The ‘‘secondary’’
state-change variable is a ‘‘random’’ event that models the
automatic thermal cycling when the heater is operating.
The simulator effectively models the heater operation with
a logical AND operation of these two state-change vari-
ables, the primary variable tracking the MDPE state and
the secondary variable tracking the random cycling. The
heater energizes and secures at random times to reproduce
the thermostatic behavior of the actual heater whenever the
simulated MDPE enters a standby state. Finally, the MPDE
jacket water (JW) heater consists of two 3-phase immersion
heating elements sitting between the cylinders on either side
of the engine block. These elements are modeled with the
same approach used for the LO heater.

B. SHIP SERVICE DIESEL GENERATOR LOAD BEHAVIOR
The Ship Service Diesel Generators (SSDG) are also served
by a collection of support loads. Similar to the MPDE LO
heater, the SSDG LO heater keeps engine lubricating oil
temperature within a set range while the engine is secured.
The SSDG LO heater is a line-to-line single-phase load.
The heater secures when the SSDG is brought online and the
temperature rapidly increases above the upper set point. The
ship mission also drives the generator configuration, similar
to the MPDE behavior. The primary state-change variable
for this load is ‘‘mission’’ and the load will only activate
if the associated generator is put in standby. The secondary
or ‘‘random’’ state-change variable models the thermostatic
cycling. The SSDG JW heater serves the same purpose as the
MPDE JW heater and was modeled similarly.

C. ADDITIONAL ENGINE ROOM LOAD BEHAVIOR
The Controllable Pitch Propeller (CPP) pump is energized
when Alpha-RMD has been set. The primary state-change
variable is ‘‘mission.’’ The two graywater pumps are iden-
tical, motor-driven centrifugal pumps that alternate runs to
empty the graywater tanks when a high level is reached. The
graywater pumps’ behavior was modeled through the use of
the random option for the state-change variable. The fuel
oil purifier (FOP) is run underway to clean the diesel oil
before use in the MPDE or in the SSDG. Thus, it runs more
frequently if the quality of fuel onboard is poor. Because
the FOP is the only modeled load that is dependent on the
fuel quality, this behavior was modeled using the ‘‘random’’
state-change variable. The in-port auxiliary saltwater (ASW)
pump provides cooling water at the pier. This pump was
modeled with ‘‘mission’’ as its state-change variable, as it
only turns onwhen in port, and secures upon leaving port. The
bilge and ballast pump is a motor-driven centrifugal pump
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used for taking on or discharging ballast water for stability
purposes and also for emptying the cutter bilges of excess
water. The bilge and ballast pumpwasmodeled as a two-state,
random occurrence.

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS AND TESTING
The Shipboard Power Simulator was put through an extensive
testing process to evaluate the simulator’s ability to accurately
model ship behavior and estimated load demand. Unlike
detailed time-domain simulation approaches which are often
on the seconds timescale and require hardware-in-the-loop
and computationally burdensome algorithms [18], [23], [24],
the SPS provides quick analysis of energy consumption and
overall demand profiles for entire ship missions and cruises.
First, the simulator was challenged to reproduce various ship
missions, with testing culminating in a 41-day simulation
shown in Fig. 9b, which spanned multiple missions, speeds,
and temperatures. This is compared to 41-days of an observed
cruise on USCGC SPENCER, from December 28, 2016 to
February 7, 2017, shown in Fig. 9a. The purpose of the
behavioral simulation, of course, is not to reproduce exact
instant-to-instant details of the ships power demands. Rather,
the simulator reproduces the overall quality of the ship energy
requirements as a function of different mission tasking. Com-
paring the observed power in Fig. 9a and the simulation
output in Fig. 9b, both show similar aggregate power levels,
indicating the SPS was able to model behavior well.

FIGURE 9. 41-day aggregate power streams for the port sub-panel.

Further, to test the SPS’s ability to accurately model
ship behavior during various ‘‘what-if’’ scenarios, the SPS
was used to simulate different ship missions. The simulated
power streams are used to analyze individual load operation,

TABLE 1. Charlie duty cycle results.

by employing signal processing and pattern recognition algo-
rithms to associate the power waveforms with the operat-
ing schedule of specific loads. The NILM algorithms can
identify load operation in both field and simulated data
because the SPS uses real ‘‘slices’’ of power observations to
assemble simulated waveforms. Loads are identified by first
using a change of mean detector to detect ‘‘on’’ and ‘‘off’’
events [25]. The power stream can then be examined to cal-
culate a set of features. For the simulation data, the ‘‘on’’ and
‘‘off’’ events are characterized using a correlation algorithm.
The correlation algorithm matches the shape of the input data
to known exemplars [26]. Consider two sampled waveforms
f and g, where f is an observation or input signal and g
is a load exemplar or example waveform. The correlation
metric, C , is

C = 1−

∣∣∣∣ (f − f̄ ) · (g− ḡ)
|g− ḡ|2

∣∣∣∣ (1)

where f̄ and ḡ are the mean of f and g, respectively, and
are subtracted from the original signals, f and g in order to
remove the DC offsets. When C approaches zero, this indi-
cates that the exemplar and observation match in both shape
and amplitude. When an event is detected, C is calculated for
each load using a fingerprint exemplar, and the event is clas-
sified as the load with the minimum C value. For SPENCER,
the loads are classified using the load identification
algorithm in [25].

A. CHARLIE STATUS
The first ship mission simulated was Charlie status, in which
the cutter is moored at a pier and not expected to get underway
for an extended period of time. Results are presented for a six
hour window of ship operations, with plots in Fig. 10 showing
three-phase aggregate power time-series streams as well as a
NILM Dashboard ‘‘Timeline View’’ of individual loads [13].
The dashboard shows individual load operation with colored
bars to indicate periods a load is energized. The six hour SPS
emulation of Charlie status for the eight active ship loads
in this mission required only 35 seconds to complete on a
1.8 Ghz i7-8565 CPU.
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FIGURE 10. Charlie status. Power streams are displayed above. NILM Dashboard Timeline View is displayed below, where colored blocks indicate periods
where a load is energized.

The duty cycle, D, for each load is expressed as,

D =
TON
T

, (2)

where TON is the total time a load is energized during time
period T . Observed duty cycles from two observed ship
periods (December 29, 2016 and July 12, 2019) and simulated
duty cycles for the respective loads are compared in Table 1.
Fig. 10 shows the 2016 observed power streams and simu-
lated power streams for the port and starboard power panels as
well as the detected events during this 6-hour Charlie status.
The duty cycles for all loads agree well for the simulated
data and both data observations, with the exception of the
NR 1 MPDE JW heater. The NR 1 MPDE JW heater is
not operating in the 2019 observation window due to a fault
condition in which the heaters were operating in a degraded
state with reduced power consumption or not operating at
all [27]. The MPDE JW heaters were kept in healthy con-
dition in the simulation. For both the observed data and
the simulation data the main propulsion diesel engines are
secured and kept warm using only the jacket water heaters.
The graywater is cycling, and the in-port ASW pump is on,
as expected while in-port. The ship is receiving power from
a shore tie connection, but a minimum of one SSDG must
be kept in standby. As observed on SPENCER, and modeled
in the simulator, both SSDGs are in standby, with support
heaters for both generators cycling. The observed NR 1 and

NR 2 SSDG LO heaters exhibited different behavior, due to
the NR 2 SSDG LO heater on the ship operating in degraded
condition. This was modeled in the simulator, showing its
ability to model this ‘‘what-if’’ scenario, in which both SSDG
LO heaters correctly respond to the primary state change
variable ‘‘mission’’ and activate when the associated gener-
ator is but in standby, but have different behavior based on
the secondary state change variable representing thermostatic
cycling.

B. ALPHA-NORMAL STATUS
The next ship mission simulated was Alpha-Normal status,
in which the cutter is underway in open waters. Observed
duty cycles from two observed 1-day ship periods (January
26-27, 2017 and September 18-19, 2019), and simulated duty
cycles for the respective loads are compared in Table 2.
Fig. 11 shows the 2017 observed power streams and simu-
lated power streams for the port and starboard power pan-
els as well as the detected load events during this 1-day
Alpha-Normal status. The SPS completed this simulation for
nine active ship loads in 17 seconds on the i7 CPU. Again,
the duty cycles for all loads agree well for the simulated
data and both data observations, except for the NR 2 MPDE
JW heater which is not operating in the 2019 observation
window due to the same MPDE JW heater fault condition
observed in Charlie status. In this operational status, once
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FIGURE 11. Alpha-Normal status. Power streams are displayed above. NILM Dashboard Timeline View is displayed below, where colored blocks indicate
periods where a load is energized.

TABLE 2. Alpha-normal duty cycle results.

the cutter leaves restricted waters and enters the open ocean,
the ship is configured for the Alpha-Normal condition and the
CPP pumps are secured. One engine and one generator are
secured and placed in standby status to save fuel, indicated
by the associated heaters and pumps cycling. In this case,
NR 2 MPDE and NR 1 SSDG are placed in standby in both
the observed and simulated data. Additionally, the fuel oil
purifier may be online to move fuel to appropriate tanks
and the bilge and ballast pump may be online while moving
ballast water. Similar to Charlie status, the graywater pump
is seen cycling.

C. EPLA VALIDATION
Electrical Plant Load Analysis (EPLA) load factors are often
called for in the design of marine microgrids. These load
factors summarize power demand by providing an estimate
of average load [4], [14]. The SPS tool can provide a wealth
of data for calculating EPLA load factors for a load across
multiple mission sets, providing an accurate picture of likely
power demand. The load factor [4] is expressed as:

LF =
Pavg
Prated

, Pavg =
1
T

∫ T

0
P(t)dt, (3)

where Prated is the rated power, Pavg is the long term average
power the component will draw when in operation, T is the
total time period of interest, and P(t) is the power draw of
the load at time, t . For the two-state loads common on the
example power panel, P(t) is constant (Pss) during the ‘‘on’’
state, as in Fig. 5. For these two-state loads, the average power
can be expressed as,

Pavg =

∑N
i=1(TON ,i × Pss,i)

T
, (4)

where i is an individual load cycle. There are N full or partial
load cycles in the time window, in which a full load cycle
consists of an ‘‘on’’ followed by an ‘‘off,’’ and a partial
load cycle is when either the detected ‘‘on’’ or ‘‘off’’ (or
both) of the full load cycle is outside of the time window of
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TABLE 3. EPLA load factor results.

interest. TON ,i is the duration of each individual load cycle
(or portion thereof that is within t = 0 . . . T ), and Pss,i is
the steady-state power draw for each individual load cycle.
The variable Pss is calculated as the change in total apparent
power, defined as the difference between the median values
over 1tM length windows, where here 1tM = 0.5 seconds,
before and after the ‘‘on’’ to ‘‘off’’ event. Table 3 lists the load
factor for each load, comparing the simulated data withNILM
data from USCGC SPENCER for two periods, in-port and
underway, compiled from data from Fig. 9a. For in-port data,
several standard configurations during Charlie and Bravo
status from SPENCER were compiled into a 1-day in-port
period. For underway data, several standard Alpha-RMD and
Alpha-Normal missions from SPENCER were compiled to
create a standard 3-day underway period. The SPS required
approximately 64 seconds and 151 seconds of simulation
time on the i7 computer for seventeen loads over the full
emulated 1-day in-port period and 3-day underway period,
respectively.

D. AVERAGE POWER VALIDATION
The duty cycle results and EPLA load results show that
the simulator can accurately model individual load behavior.
Although the SPS is not meant to give an instant-to-instant
replication of the observed data, it does give an accurate
overall picture of power demand and load profiles. Thus,
the average power is calculated for each of the above simu-
lated missions to compare the actual observed ship data with
the SPS simulated output. The average power for each load
from Eq. (4) is summed, to give the overall power demand
from both the port and starboard subpanels. Table 4 shows
the average power for the previously described missions
(i.e., Charlie, Alpha-Normal, in-port, and underway), as well
as the percentage difference. The 2016 and 2017 data from
Table 1 and Table 2 is used for the Charlie and Alpha-Normal
NILM observations, respectively.

TABLE 4. Average power.

VII. CONCLUSION
The duty cycle, EPLA load factors, and average power
results computed from the SPS emulations provide fantastic
estimates in comparison to actual observations on-board a
ship. The data provided by the SPS for the demonstrations
presented in the tables was available in minutes or less.
Of course, simulation through behavioral modeling is not
expected to slavishly reproduce field waveforms. For exam-
ple, the NILM Dashboard plots of observed and simulated
Charlie status show clear differences between the exact time
instants of operation for the SSDG JW heaters. However,
they do reflect similar duty cycles of the field systems using
only seconds of computation to emulate a six hour oper-
ating window. Longer, multi-day missions were also emu-
lated, providing accurate power demand estimates compared
to field data. The behavioral approach offers spectacular
possibilities for quickly evaluating the energy demands and
overall performance of microgrid loads over many operating
scenarios. Furthermore, the output of the simulator can be
provided as base data for other studies, such as focusing
design choices for electric distribution systems or sensitivity
analysis to determine the reliability of metrics such as EPLA
load factors [4]. Additional model input parameters can be
utilized for further studies. For example, using the quality of
fuel as an input parameter would enable studies of the effect
of fuel-quality on certain load profiles, such as the FOP. The
focus of this paper was a USCG medium endurance cutter,
but this modeling approach can be applied to other small
power systems or power systems that can be ‘‘islanded’’ in
general, such as a system with substantial renewable energy
and distributed resources. In this regard, future testing of the
SPS simulator includes simulating other types of microgrids
and distribution systems, such as a ring bus zonal electrical
distribution system, often used by the US Navy, or providing
energy demand scenarios to aid in the facilitation of renew-
able energy sources to a grid.
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